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So Ya' Wanna' Be a Teacher! - Jay Dubya 2012-03
So Ya' Wanna' Be a Teacher! tells the whole amazing true story of what
really goes on in the typical American public school. The author was an
English teacher for thirty-four years in a middle, junior-high and high
school and knows all about the problem student, problem classes, crazy
problem parents, student fighting, cheating, the Educational Aristocracy,
nutty field trips, administrivia and bizarre assembly programs. The
teacher in his career had taught over four thousand students, broken up
over two-hundred and fifty fist fights, participated in over seven hundred
fire drills and listened to loud school bells ring over a hundred and fifty
thousand times. So Ya' Wanna' Be A Teacher! is a very funny work that
also identifies the true causes of educational inefficiency that the
politicians and the press either can't pinpoint or are too afraid to reveal.
The revolutionary book will inform the reader why Jimmy Brown doesn't
write well, why public schools are no longer about students learning
academics and why American public school democratic education is
failing the nation. The book is living proof that truth is often stranger
than fiction. So Ya' Wanna' Be A Teacher! is author Jay Dubya's sixteenth
book.
The Psychic Dimension - Jay Dubya 2014-07-16
The thirty-six novellas presented in The Psychic Dimension, Part II are
works of pure fiction. The stories' themes deal with various types of

psychic and paranormal experiences. Any character resemblance to
anyone living on Planet Earth is positively coincidental. In addition, any
fictional setting scenario is also coincidental. The Psychic Dimension,
Part II is author Jay Dubya's 45th published hardcover/paperback book.
Other story collections by this prolific author are The Psychic Dimension;
The FBI Inspector; First Person Stories; Modern Mythology; Prime-Time
Crime Time; UFO: Utterly Fantastic Occurrences; Snake Eyes and
Boxcars; Snake Eyes and Boxcars, Part II; Time Travel Tales; Suite 16;
One Baker's Dozen; Two Baker's Dozen; RAM: Random Articles and
Manuscripts; Pieces of Eight; Pieces of Eight, Part II; Pieces of Eight,
Part III; Pieces of Eight, Part IV; Nine New Novellas; Nine New Novellas,
Part II; Nine New Novellas, Part III; and Nine New Novellas, Part IV.
The FBI Inspector - Jay Dubya 2016-03-11
The FBI Inspector is a collection of twenty-five Inspector Joe Giralo
stories, several of which also appear in The Psychic Dimension and The
Psychic Dimension, Part II, and the book is author Jay Dubya's fiftieth
published hardcover/paperback work. In his FBI detective adventures,
inimitable Inspector Giralo is assisted by his three loyal subordinates,
agents Sal Velardi, Art Orsi and Dan Blachford. Other story collections
produced by this prolific author are The Psychic Dimension, The Psychic
Dimension, Part II, First Person Stories, Modern Mythology, Prime-Time
Crime Time, UFO: Utterly Fantastic Occurrences, Snake Eyes and
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Boxcars, Snake Eyes and Boxcars, Part II, Time Travel Tales, Suite 16,
One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's Dozen, RAM: Random Articles and
Manuscripts, Pieces of Eight, Pieces of Eight, Part II, Pieces of Eight,
Part III, Pieces of Eight, Part IV, Nine New Novellas, Nine New Novellas,
Part II, Nine New Novellas, Part III and Nine New Novellas, Part IV.
Faith and the Presidency From George Washington to George W.
Bush - Gary Scott Smith 2006-10-12
Publisher description
Thirteen Tantalizing Tales - Jay Dubya 2019-11-26
Thirteen Tantalizing Tales is author Jay Dubya's twenty-third story
collection. Other fiction and non-fiction short story books produced by
this prolific author are The Psychic Dimension, The Psychic Dimension
Part II, First Person Stories, The FBI Inspector, Modern Mythology,
Prime-Time Crime Time, UFO: Utterly Fantastic Occurrences, Snake
Eyes and Boxcars, Snake Eyes and Boxcars Part II, Time Travel Tales,
Suite 16, One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's Dozen, RAM: Random Articles
and Manuscripts, Pieces of Eight, Pieces of Eight Part II, Pieces of Eight
Part III, Pieces of Eight Part IV, Nine New Novellas, Nine New Novellas
Part II, Nine New Novellas Part III and Nine New Novellas Part IV. Jay
Dubya is author John Wiessner's pen name. John is a retired New Jersey
public school teacher, having diligently taught the subject for thirty-four
years. John lives in Hammonton, New Jersey with wife Joanne, and the
couple has three grown sons (Joe, John Thomas and Stephen). John has
written and published fifty-three books that exist in hardcover, in
paperback and in Amazon Kindle, in Barnes and Noble Nook and in
Smashwords ebook formats. Besides his latest short story collection
titled Thirteen Tantalizing Tales, Jay Dubya (J.W.) has also written books
in other genres besides sci-fi/paranormal, including adult novels and nonfiction books. Other Jay Dubya adult-oriented fiction works are Black
Leather and Blue Denim, A '50s Novel, and its exciting sequel, The Great
Teen Fruit War, A 1960' Novel, with Frat Brats A 60s Novel completing
the coming-of-age trilogy.
Alice in Wonderland and the World Trade Center Disaster - David
Icke 2002

Asserts that the story of the 9/11 disaster is a monumental lie. Original.
Language in the Trump Era - Janet McIntosh 2020-08-31
Early in his campaign, Donald Trump boasted that 'I know words. I have
the best words', yet despite these assurances his speech style has sown
conflict even as it has powered his meteoric rise. If the Trump era feels
like a political crisis to many, it is also a linguistic one. Trump has
repeatedly alarmed people around the world, while exciting his fan-base
with his unprecedented rhetorical style, shock-tweeting, and weaponized
words. Using many detailed examples, this fascinating and highly topical
book reveals how Trump's rallying cries, boasts, accusations, and
mockery enlist many of his supporters into his alternate reality. From
Trump's relationship to the truth, to his use of gesture, to the antiimmigrant tenor of his language, it illuminates the less obvious
mechanisms by which language in the Trump era has widened divisions
along lines of class, gender, race, international relations, and even the
sense of truth itself.
UFO - Jay Dubya 2012-04-01
UFO: Utterly Fantastic Occurrences is a collection of twenty scifi/paranormal novellas having creative plots and themes, and the work is
author Jay Dubya's fortieth published book. Other story collections
produced by this prolific author are Snake Eyes and Boxcars, Snake Eyes
and Boxcars, Part II, One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's Dozen, RAM:
Random Articles and Manuscripts, Suite 16, Pieces of Eight, Pieces of
Eight, Part II, Pieces of Eight, Part III, Pieces of Eight, Part IV, Nine New
Novellas, Nine New Novellas, Part II, Nine New Novellas, Part III and
Nine New Novellas, Part IV.
Writing on the Wall - Mumia Abu Jamal 2014-12-22
Mumia Abu Jamal’s essential perspectives on black experience, race
relations, freedom, justice, social change, and the future of American
society.
The Psychic Dimension - Jay Dubya 2014-03-06
The twenty-five novellas presented in The Psychic Dimension are works
of pure fiction. The stories' themes deal with various types of psychic and
paranormal experiences. Any character resemblance to anyone living on
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Planet Earth is positively coincidental. In addition, any fictional setting
scenario is also coincidental. The Psychic Dimension is author Jay
Dubya's 44th published hardcover/paperback book. Other story
collections by this prolific author are Snake Eyes and Boxcars; Snake
Eyes and Boxcars, Part II; Suite 16; One Baker's Dozen; Two Baker's
Dozen; RAM: Random Articles and Manuscripts; Pieces of Eight; Pieces
of Eight, Part II; Pieces of Eight, Part III; Pieces of Eight, Part IV; Nine
New Novellas; Nine New Novellas, Part II; Nine New Novellas, Part III;
Nine New Novellas, Part IV; Time Travel Tales; and Prime-Time Crime
Time.
The Best Democracy Money Can Buy - Greg Palast 2003-02-25
"Palast is astonishing, he gets the real evidence no one else has the guts
to dig up." Vincent Bugliosi, author of None Dare Call it Treason and
Helter Skelter Award-winning investigative journalist Greg Palast digs
deep to unearth the ugly facts that few reporters working anywhere in
the world today have the courage or ability to cover. From East Timor to
Waco, he has exposed some of the most egregious cases of political
corruption, corporate fraud, and financial manipulation in the US and
abroad. His uncanny investigative skills as well as his no-holds-barred
style have made him an anathema among magnates on four continents
and a living legend among his colleagues and his devoted readership.
This exciting collection, now revised and updated, brings together some
of Palast's most powerful writing of the past decade. Included here are
his celebrated Washington Post exposé on Jeb Bush and Katherine
Harris's stealing of the presidential election in Florida, and recent stories
on George W. Bush's payoffs to corporate cronies, the payola behind
Hillary Clinton, and the faux energy crisis. Also included in this volume
are new and previously unpublished material, television transcripts,
photographs, and letters.
Two Baker's Dozen - Jay Dubya 2007-01-01
Two Baker's Dozen is a collection of twenty-six short stories and is
author Jay Dubya's ninth story collection written in the spirit of Pieces of
Eight, Pieces of Eight, Part II, Pieces of Eight, Part III, Pieces of Eight,
Part IV, Nine New Novellas, Nine New Novellas, Part II, Nine New

Novellas, Part III and Nine New Novellas, Part IV. Two Baker's Dozen
contains original works of science fiction, paranormal and mystery. Many
of the stories feature suspense and surprise-endings, writing techniques
that the author enjoys utilizing.
One Baker's Dozen - Jay Dubya 2008-01
One Baker's Dozen is a collection of short stories by Jay Dubya. He has
written other adult fiction besides One Baker's Dozen and its sister book
Two Baker's Dozen. Black Leather and Blue Denim, A '50s Novel and its
sequel The Great Teen Fruit War, A 1960 Novel along with Frat' Brats, A
'60s Novel are adult-oriented literary works constituting a trilogy. Pieces
of Eight, Pieces of Eight, Part II, Pieces of Eight, Part III and Pieces of
Eight, Part IV are' short story/novella collections featuring science fiction
and paranormal plots and themes. Nine New Novellas is the companion
book to Nine New Novellas, Part II, Nine New Novellas, Part III and Nine
New Novellas, Part IV. All ten of Jay Dubya's sci-fi/paranormal book
collections are written in a spirit that emphasizes suspense and surprise
endings, literary techniques that the author enjoys implementing.
Themes - Jay Dubya 2019-02-22
THEMES is a collection of fifty-two short manuscripts: nineteen of which
are articles and stories along with thirty-three of which are essays that
reflect the author's personality and philosophy. Articles range from
biographical sketches to some of the author's humorous adventures, and
then the manuscript section is dedicated to the writer's observations
about matters running the modern social spectrum from the Iraq War to
inherent problems associated with American democracy. THEMES is
author Jay Dubya's 56th published hardcover/paperback book. Other
story collections by this prolific author are: The Psychic Dimension, The
Psychic Dimension Part II, The FBI Inspector, First Person Stories,
Modern Mythology, Prime-Time Crime Time, UFO: Utterly Fantastic
Occurrences, Snake Eyes and Boxcars, Snake Eyes and Boxcars Part II,
Time Travel Tales, Suite 16, One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's Dozen,
RAM: Random Articles and Manuscripts, Pieces of Eight, Pieces of Eight
Part II, Pieces of Eight Part III, Pieces of Eight Part IV, Nine New
Novellas, Nine New Novellas Part II, Nine New Novellas Part III and
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Nine New Novellas Part IV. Jay Dubya is author John Wiessner's pen
name, and it is also a corruption of his initials J.W. John is married to
wife Joanne and the couple has three grown sons. Jay Dubya's books
exist in hardcover, in paperback and in Kindle, Nook and Smashwords
ebook formats. The author is a retired New Jersey public school English
teacher of 34 years experience, and John and Joanne live in Hammonton,
NJ, USA.
Novels for Students - Gale Research Inc 2018-06

Young James Bertino," "Mr. Charles B. Sipley" and "Little League
Baseball." Humorous experiences are recounted in "A Tale of Two
Counties," "Misadventures in Furnitureland" and "Catty Cat Catching."
The author's youth is recollected in the renditions "Growing-up in
Hammonton" and "Dogwood Hollow: 1954-'55." And incidents from Jay
Dubya's thirty-four-year teaching career are described in "School
Assemblies," "Williamsburg School Trips" and "The High School Faculty."
In the "Manuscripts" section, such essay subjects as "Rap Music Is Not
Music," "Why Jimmy Brown Doesn't Write" and "Multicultural Education"
are skillfully presented. Other thoughtful essays are also included with
"Freedom Isn't Free," "American Education Is Wasteful" and "The
Trouble with American Democracy." The creative work "Gerunds,
Verbals and Participial Adjectives" is a zany effort that pokes fun at the
complexity and diversity of the English language and its complicated
grammar usage.
Shakespeare - Jay Dubya 2007-07
Shakespeare: Slammed, Smeared, Savaged and Slaughtered, Part II is
adult literature featuring adult language and content. Jay Dubya converts
ten of William Shakespeare¿s most famous plays into crazy risqué and
bawdy satire/parodies. Shakespeare: Slammed, Smeared, Savaged and
Slaughtered, Part II is the companion book to Shakespeare: Slammed,
Smeared, Savaged and Slaughtered.
Consider the Lobster - David Foster Wallace 2014-05-10
This brilliant and hilarious new collection of essays is offered by the
award-winning author of the bestselling "Infinite Jest."
The Final Reckoning - Robin Jarvis 2002-07
The Deptford Mice and their allies rush once again into battle with old
enemies, grown much more powerful, as a devastatingly cold winter
threatens to keep the Green Mouse from returning in the spring.
Shakespeare - Jay Dubya 2007-07
Shakespeare: Slammed, Smeared, Savaged and Slaughtered is adult
literature featuring adult language and content. Jay Dubya converts eight
of William Shakespeare¿s most famous plays into crazy risque and bawdy
satire/parodies. Shakespeare: Slammed, Smeared, Savaged and

Suite 16 - Jay Dubya 2011-01
Suite 16 is a collection of sixteen sci-fi/paranormal (and humorous)
novellas and the work is author Jay Dubya's thirty-eighth published book
along with being the writer's fourteenth story collection overall. Other
story collections by this prolific author are Snake Eyes and Boxcars,
Snake Eyes and Boxcars, Part II, One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's Dozen,
RAM: Random Articles and Manuscripts, Pieces of Eight, Pieces of Eight,
Part II, Pieces of Eight, Part III, Pieces of Eight, Part IV, Nine New
Novellas, Nine New Novellas, Part II, Nine New Novellas, Part III and
Nine New Novellas, Part IV. Jay Dubya is author John Wiessner's pen
name and it is also a corruption of his initials J.W. John is married to wife
Joanne and the couple has three grown sons. The author is a retired New
Jersey public school English teacher of 34 years experience and he and
Joanne live in Hammonton, NJ USA.
Ram - Jay Dubya 2008
RAM: Random Articles and Manuscripts is a collection of forty-one
writings and essays that reflect author Jay Dubya's personality and
philosophy. Articles range from biographical sketches to the author's
humorous adventures, and the manuscript section is dedicated to the
writer's observations about matters that run the modern-day social
spectrum from the Iraq War to inherent problems associated with
American society. Some of the articles in this work originally appeared in
the Hammonton (New Jersey) Gazette and in the Hammonton News. In
the "Articles" section of the book, accounts recalling the writer's
personal memories of certain people are represented in the stories "A
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Slaughtered is the companion book to Shakespeare: S, S, S and S, Part
II.
Trump: The Art of the Deal - Donald J. Trump 2009-12-23
President Donald J. Trump lays out his professional and personal
worldview in this classic work—a firsthand account of the rise of
America’s foremost deal-maker. “I like thinking big. I always have. To me
it’s very simple: If you’re going to be thinking anyway, you might as well
think big.”—Donald J. Trump Here is Trump in action—how he runs his
organization and how he runs his life—as he meets the people he needs
to meet, chats with family and friends, clashes with enemies, and
challenges conventional thinking. But even a maverick plays by rules,
and Trump has formulated time-tested guidelines for success. He isolates
the common elements in his greatest accomplishments; he shatters
myths; he names names, spells out the zeros, and fully reveals the dealmaker’s art. And throughout, Trump talks—really talks—about how he
does it. Trump: The Art of the Deal is an unguarded look at the mind of a
brilliant entrepreneur—the ultimate read for anyone interested in the
man behind the spotlight. Praise for Trump: The Art of the Deal “Trump
makes one believe for a moment in the American dream again.”—The
New York Times “Donald Trump is a deal maker. He is a deal maker the
way lions are carnivores and water is wet.”—Chicago Tribune
“Fascinating . . . wholly absorbing . . . conveys Trump’s larger-than-life
demeanor so vibrantly that the reader’s attention is instantly and fully
claimed.”—Boston Herald “A chatty, generous, chutzpa-filled
autobiography.”—New York Post
Time Travel Tales - Jay Dubya 2011-03-31
Time Travel Tales is a collection of twenty-one sci-fi/paranormal novellas
having similar anachronism-style plots and themes, and the work is
author Jay Dubya's thirty-ninth published book. Other story collections by
this prolific author are Snake Eyes and Boxcars, Snake Eyes and
Boxcars, Part II, One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's Dozen, RAM: Random
Articles and Manuscripts, Pieces of Eight, Pieces of Eight, Part II, Pieces
of Eight, Part III, Pieces of Eight, Part IV, Nine New Novellas, Nine New
Novellas Part II, Nine New Novellas, Part III, and Nine New Novellas,

Part IV.
The Cult of the Presidency - Gene Healy 2009
The Bush years have given rise to fears of a resurgent Imperial
Presidency, but the problem cannot be solved simply by bringing a new
administration to power. Both Left and Right agree on the boundless
nature of presidential responsibility. For both sides, it is the president's
job to grow the economy, teach our children well, save us from
hurricanes, and even to spread democracy abroad. In short, the Imperial
Presidency is the price we pay for making the office the focus of our
national hopes and dreams. Combining historical scholarship, legal
analysis, and cultural commentary, The Cult of the Presidency argues
that the presidency needs to be reined in, with its powers checked by
Congress and the courts. Only then will we begin to return the
presidency to its proper constitutional role.
The Dark Portal - Robin Jarvis 2000
In the Dark Portal, Albert Mouse squeezes through the Grill and
disappears. Thinking he's been captured by the rats in the sewers, his
children embark on a treacherous journey to find him.
Thirteen Tantalizing Tales - Jay Dubya 2019-12-10
Thirteen Tantalizing Tales is author Jay Dubya's twenty-third story
collection. Other fiction and non-fiction short story books produced by
this prolific author are The Psychic Dimension, The Psychic Dimension
Part II, First Person Stories, The FBI Inspector, Modern Mythology,
Prime-Time Crime Time, UFO: Utterly Fantastic Occurrences, Snake
Eyes and Boxcars, Snake Eyes and Boxcars Part II, Time Travel Tales,
Suite 16, One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's Dozen, RAM: Random Articles
and Manuscripts, Pieces of Eight, Pieces of Eight Part II, Pieces of Eight
Part III, Pieces of Eight Part IV, Nine New Novellas, Nine New Novellas
Part II, Nine New Novellas Part III and Nine New Novellas Part IV. Jay
Dubya is author John Wiessner's pen name. John is a retired New Jersey
public school teacher, having diligently taught the subject for thirty-four
years. John lives in Hammonton, New Jersey with wife Joanne, and the
couple has three grown sons (Joe, John Thomas and Stephen).
The Great Teen Fruit War, a 1960' Novel - Jay Dubya 2002-01
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The Great Teen Fruit War, A 1960' Novel is author Jay Dubya's eighth ebook. The story takes place in Hammonton, New Jersey, an agricultural
community midway between Philadelphia and Atlantic City. The Blues
wear blue denim button-down waist-length jackets and are the sons of
wealthy blueberry growers. The Reds wear James Dean' red zip-up
jackets and are the sons of peach farmers. Bellevue Avenue in the center
of town is the dividing line that separates blueberry country to the east
and peach territory to the west. The Great Teen Fruit War is a story for
anyone who loves '50s and '60s teen culture. Romance, racial
discrimination and conflict between the Reds and the Blues mix into a
coming of age story that blends humor with drama, suspense and
surprise into an action-packed adventure. Throw the town' greasers The
Ramrodders into the conflict and events heat up in a hurry as the three
highly volatile gangs interact. When Goose Restuccio, the son of a Mafia
kingpin joins the Reds he challenges Gabe Gillette, the leader of the richkid Blues. Goose's father's hit men get involved in some clever pranks
played on the Blues, and the blueberry kids retaliate with deceptive
tricks of their own. Soon strife escalates into violence. Goose is captured
by Blues and then forced to rape a black girl, and after Crystal Davis
becomes pregnant, her black friends ally with the Reds against a
coalition of Blues and Ramrodders. The Great Teen Fruit War is the
exciting sequel to Black Leather and Blue Denim, A '50s Novel.
Paperback Print-On-Demand' copies of The Great Teen Fruit War will be
available in mid-February, 2002.
Frat' Brats, A '60s Novel - Jay Dubya 2004-07-01
Frat? Brats is the third novel of a coming of age trilogy started by Black
Leather and Blue Denim, A ?50s Novel and The Great Teen Fruit War, A
1960 Novel. In Frat? Brats J. W. attends a South Jersey teachers college
and prepares for a professional life in the real economic world. Soon he
and his friends join an off-campus non-sanctioned fraternity Lambda Phi
Sigma, and that?s when the freshman?s life suddenly becomes very
interesting and conflict-oriented. The Lambda Phi?s must respond to
dangerous incidents and harassment perpetuated by two established
rival male fraternities, the Delta Alpha Omegas and the Tau Kappa

Epsilons, which have the endorsement and support of the college deans.
Conflict soon escalates into life-threatening hazing. J.W. obtains the
assistance of an old high school friend Goose Restuccio, the son of a New
Jersey Mafia kingpin who aids the Lambdas in their struggles against the
school administration and against the two competing favored fraternities.
Frat Brats combines action/adventure with romance and many surprising
developments among very interesting characters in the culturally
dynamic and historically explosive time setting of 1961-?65. J.W. and his
fellow Lambdas manage to survive several kidnappings, unique hostage
situations, snakes, manure pits, diving horses, Brahma bulls, bucking
broncos, an exciting boat chase, moving train caboose initiation
boardings?, a daring panty raid, a nudist colony and a fantastic Florida
spring break along with a series of other imaginative ordeals to finally
graduate and then help the Lambda Phi?s fight the Second Battle of
Salamis against the formidable rich-kid Delta Alpha Omegas to bring
closure to the ongoing fraternity war. Frat? Brats is definitely adult
literature featuring adult language and content and has been exclusively
written for a mature reading audience.Jay Dubya is author John
Wiessner?s writing name and also his initials (J.W.). Jay Dubya is the
author of 22 e-books, eleven of which are also currently in hardcover.
The author writes in five genre: Action/Adventure, Sci-Fi/Paranormal,
Adult Satire, Children?s Literature and Non-Fiction. John is married to
wife Joanne and the couple has three grown children. The author resides
in Hammonton, NJ USA.
The Book of Basketball - Bill Simmons 2010-12-07
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The NBA according to The Sports
Guy—now updated with fresh takes on LeBron, the Celtics, and more!
Foreword by Malcom Gladwell • “The work of a true fan . . . it might just
represent the next phase of sports commentary.”—The Atlantic Bill
Simmons, the wildly opinionated and thoroughly entertaining basketball
addict known to millions as ESPN’s The Sports Guy, has written the
definitive book on the past, present, and future of the NBA. From the
age-old question of who actually won the rivalry between Bill Russell and
Wilt Chamberlain to the one about which team was truly the best of all
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time, Simmons opens—and then closes, once and for all—every major pro
basketball debate. Then he takes it further by completely reevaluating
not only how NBA Hall of Fame inductees should be chosen but how the
institution must be reshaped from the ground up, the result being the
Pyramid: Simmons’s one-of-a-kind five-level shrine to the ninety-six
greatest players in the history of pro basketball. And ultimately he takes
fans to the heart of it all, as he uses a conversation with one NBA great
to uncover that coveted thing: The Secret of Basketball. Comprehensive,
authoritative, controversial, hilarious, and impossible to put down (even
for Celtic-haters), The Book of Basketball offers every hardwood fan a
courtside seat beside the game’s finest, funniest, and fiercest chronicler.
Snake Eyes and Boxcars - Jay Dubya 2009-01
Snake Eyes and Boxcars: The rolls of dice in any Atlantic City or Las
Vegas casino meaning the numbers two and twelve. In this unique
collection of fourteen short story/novellas, the first tale "The Second Civil
War" and the last one "The Music Portal" are written in the first person
where the narrator describes the action using the pronouns I, me, my,
and mine, which is in stark contrast to the other twelve sci-fi/paranormal
tales sandwiched in between, the dozen other stories being written in the
more common third person expository style of literary presentation.
Snake Eyes and Boxcars is author Jay Dubya's eleventh sci-fi/paranormal
story collection and his twelfth story collection overall. Other works by
this prolific author are Pieces of Eight, Pieces of Eight, Part II, Pieces of
Eight, Part III and Pieces of Eight, Part IV. Nine New Novellas, Nine New
Novellas, Part II, Nine New Novellas, Part III and Nine New Novellas,
Part IV are written in the "Pieces of Eight" spirit along with recent works
One Baker's Dozen and Two Baker's Dozen. RAM: Random Articles and
Manuscripts is a collection of 38 mostly non-fiction writings. Jay Dubya is
John Wiessner's pen name and also his initials (J.W.). John is the author
of 33 books, is married to wife Joanne and the couple has three grown
sons. John Wiessner is a retired New Jersey public school English teacher
of 34 years and he and Joanne live in Hammonton, NJ USA.
The Primer of Humor Research - Victor Raskin 2008-11-06
The book is intended to provide a definitive view of the field of humor

research for both beginning and established scholars in a variety of fields
who are developing an interest in humor and need to familiarize
themselves with the available body of knowledge. Each chapter of the
book is devoted to an important aspect of humor research or to a
disciplinary approach to the field, and each is written by the leading
expert or emerging scholar in that area. There are two primary
motivations for the book. The positive one is to collect and summarize
the impressive body of knowledge accumulated in humor research in and
around Humor: The International Journal of Humor Research. The
negative motivation is to prevent the embarrassment to and from the
"first-timers," often established experts in their own field, who venture
into humor research without any notion that there already exists a body
of knowledge they need to acquire before publishing anything on the
subject-unless they are in the business of reinventing the wheel and have
serious doubts about its being round! The organization of the book
reflects the main groups of scholars participating in the increasingly
popular and high-powered humor research movement throughout the
world, an 800 to 1,000-strong contingent, and growing. The chapters are
organized along the same lines: History, Research Issues, Main
Directions, Current Situation, Possible Future, Bibliography-and use the
authors' definitive credentials not to promote an individual view, but
rather to give the reader a good comprehensive and condensed view of
the area.
SS Brotherhood of the Bell - Joseph P. Farrell 2011-04-02
In 1945, a mysterious Nazi secret weapons project code-named "The
Bell" left its underground bunker in lower Silesia, along with all its
project documentation, and a four-star SS general named Hans Kammler.
Taken aboard a massive six engine Junkers 390 ultra-long range aircraft,
"The Bell," Kammler, and all project records disappeared completely,
along with the gigantic airecraft. It is thought to have flown to America
or Argentina. As a prelude to this disappearing act, the SS murdered
most of the scientists and technicians involved with the project, a secret
weapon that according to one German Nobel prize-winning physicist,
was given a classification of "decisive for the war," a security
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classification higher than any other secret weapons project in the Third
Reich, including its atomic bomb. What was "The Bell"? What new
physics might the Nazis have discovered with it? How far did the Nazis
go after the war to protect the advanced energy technology that it
represented? In The SS Brotherhood of The Bell, alternative science and
history researcher Joseph P. Farrell reveals a range of exotic
technologies the Nazis had researched, and challenges the conventional
views of the end of World War Two, the Roswell incident, and the
beginning of MAJIC-12, the government’s alleged secret team of UFO
investigators.
The Arcane Arcade - Leonard Streitfeld 2020-02-11
The Arcane Arcade is a collection of sixteen short fiction stories. The
general theme of the book is paranormal experience, and the tales are
presented as short stories, novellas and novelettes. The stories have been
rewritten and edited many times until they have evolved into their
finished form. The characters and events depicted in The Arcane Arcade
are strictly the products of the authors' imaginations. Any resemblance
to any real person or persons is absolutely coincidental, and it is the
hope of the authors that readers will appreciate the pure fantasy
identities, personalities and plots in the sixteen fictional works.
Embedded - Danny Schechter 2013-07-02

destructive tendencies. The three boys are picked on and harassed by
older greasers from Kenwood, another section of Levittown. In April of
'54, the Fairless Hills Steel Mill opens, and the Caracas, a Venezuelan
ship is carrying the first iron ore from South America up the Delaware
River. Students from area schools are invited to wave linen American
flags on sticks at the vessel. Four people in the front row accidentally fall
into the Delaware River as the Caracas is passing by. Two of them are
Angie Palermo and Bubbles Messina. The two girls and their families
blame J.W. and Carnie for pushing them over the bulkhead into the river.
The event causes future conflict between the girls and J.W.
Tales from the Time Loop - David Icke 2003
The author asserts that his most comprehensive exposé of the global
conspiracy ever written is all one needs to be truly free. Original.
Nine New Novellas - Jay Dubya 2005-12
Prime-Time Crime Time - Jay Dubya 2013-06-01
The thirty-five novellas presented in Prime-Time Crime Time are works of
pure fiction. The stories' themes deal with various types of crime and
criminal motivation. Any character resemblance to anyone living on
Planet Earth is positively coincidental. In addition, any fictional setting
scenario is also coincidental. Prime-Time Crime Time is author Jay
Dubya's 42nd published hardcover/paperback book. Other story
collections by this prolific author are Snake Eyes and Boxcars, Snake
Eyes and Boxcars, Part II, Suite 16, One Baker's Dozen, Two Baker's
Dozen, RAM: Random Articles and Manuscripts, Pieces of Eight, Pieces
of Eight, Part II, Pieces of Eight, Part III, Pieces of Eight, Part IV, Nine
New Novellas, Nine New Novellas, Part II, Nine New Novellas, Part III
and Nine New Novellas, Part IV.
Oh No, Noah! - Johanna Hurwitz 2003-02
Klutzy Noah struggles to impress the kids he meets, like Mo, the spunky
but nosy girl who lives next door, when he and his family move to a new
neighborhood. Reprint.

The Encyclopedia of Demons and Demonology - Rosemary Guiley 2009
Explores this dark aspect of folklore and religion and the role that
demons play in the modern world. Includes numerous entries
documenting beliefs about demons and demonology from ancient history
to the present.
Black Leather and Blue Denim - Jay Dubya 2001-01-01
Black Leather and Blue Denim is a '50s novel about greaser gang conflict
in Levittown, Pennsylvania. J.W. narrates the story. J.W. (age twelve) and
his family move into the Dogwood Hollow section of Levittown in the
spring of '54. He soon makes friends with Carnie, the neurotic son of a
carnival barker, and Tinker, a mechanically inclined, vindictive kid with
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